CONSULATE OF SWITZERLAND, SWISSNEX IN JAPAN
EXHIBITION SPACE

SURFACES AND DIMENSIONS
Total exhibition area 180 m²
Exhibition space (A) 107 m²
Exhibition space (B) 65 m²
Exhibition window (C) 4 m²
Exhibition window (D) 4 m²
Room clear height 3.20 m

EQUIPMENT
Open ceiling with a grid system (possibility to hang exhibits (30kg) to the ceiling grid)
Flexible lighting system with different scenes and adjustable spotlights
Sliding partition wall (E) to divide the area in two spaces
LED screen (F) (2.5m x 4.5m)
Sound system (hybrid AV system)
4 Wooden platforms on castors
Roller blinds on each window
Entrance (G)
Wardrobe (H)
Kitchen (I)
Restrooms (J)

AVAILABLE SPACE
Exhibition space (180 m²)
Entrance Area (G), Wardrobe (H)
Kitchen (I), Restrooms (J)

AREAS WITHIN THE EXHIBITION SPACE
Exhibition space A (107 m²)
Exhibition space B (65 m²)
Exhibition Window C and D (4 m²)

WINDOWS DIMENSIONS
Window sill length 5.80 m
Window sill depth 70 cm
Window sill height 64 cm
Window clear height 2.45 m

WINDOWS EQUIPMENT
Recessed light track with adjustable spotlights (01)
Additional recessed light track for own additional light system (02)
Power sockets (03)
Power and LAN sockets (04)
Wooden platform (05)